




NNRG 
integeatec (ampuy 

To 

The Director 

NNRESGI 
Hyderabad 

Respected Sir, 

NALLA NARASIMHA REDDY 
Education Society's Group of Institutions - Integrated Campus 

(UGC AUTONOMOUS INSTITUTION) 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

Subject: Request to conduct a Guest Lecture- Reg 

A 
Accredad by 

N3 

EAHCETIECETICETPGECET Code NNRG 

20.09.2022 

The Department of Civil Engineering is planning to organize a guest lecture on 24.09.2022 in 
association with Canter Cadd India Pvt Ltd on the topic "Insights of StaadPro in design of a 
structure". In this regard, permission may be granted for the conduction of programme. 

HoD-CE 

Group of insttutions - Integrate Chowdarnguda {Vi), Gistxess (), 9 S. 



brau Pese 

NNRG Integrated (ampuN 

NALLA NARASIMHA REDDY 

Cc to: 

Education Society's Group of Institutions Integrated Campus (UGC AUTONOMOUS INSTITUTION) 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

CIRCULAR 

At 

IYear & IVYear Classroom for circulation among students 

Accedad by 

N3A 

EAWCETECETICETIPGECET Code{NINRG 

All the II & III Year Students of Civil Engineering Department are hereby informed that there.is 
a Guest Lecture by Canter Cadd Pvt Ltd on the topic "Insights of StaadPro in design of a 
structure on 24.09.2024. In this regard, all are informed to present in the lecture and acquire 

knowledge. 

21.09.2022 

HoD-CE 
Head cf the OpeniR Civl Englnearirg 

Nalla Narasim ha Reddy Educaier Group of instituions -inte. 
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NALLA NARASIMHA REDDY 
Education Society's Group of Institutions -Integrated Campus 

(UGC AUTONOMOUS INSTITUTION) 
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List of Students appeared for the Guest Lecture 

"Insights of StaadPro in design of a structure" 

30 
31 

207Z1A0101 

207Z1A0103 

207Z1A0104 
207Z1A0108 
217Z5A0101 
217Z5A0104 

217Z5A0107 
217Z5A0108 
217Z5A0109 
21725A0110 

217Z5A0111 
217Z5A0113 
217Z5A0115 
217Z5A0117 
217Z5AO0118 
21725A0119 
217Z5A0120 
217Z5A0121 
217Z5A0123 
217Z5A0124 
217Z5A0126 
217Z5A0127 
217Z5A0128 
21725A0129 

217Z5A0141 

28 217Z5A0144 

217Z5A0142 
217Z5A0143 

217Z5A0146 
217Z5A0147 
217Z5A0148 

Name of the Student 

AERPULA MALSOOR 
BASARAM SAI VAMSHI 
BHUKYA RAGHU 
V SRIKER GANESH 

AILI HARI PRASAD 
BVAISHNAVI 
BANOTHU SAI KUMAR 
BANOTHU SAI KUMAR NAIK 
BASAVENA PRASAD 

BATTHULA SANDHYARANI 
BODIGE SHARATH CHANDRA 
BOKKA ENOSHKUMAR 
CHATLA RUCHITHA 
DARANI DEEPIKA 
D SAIJAGADEESHWAR 

E SHEKAR 
G HARISH YADAV 
GNARESH 
GONE MANOJ 
JANA BHARATH RAJ 

KANDUKURI JYOSHINI 
KATHI MOKSHITHA 
KONDA BHAVANI 

EAMCETIECETICETPGECET Code NNRG 

KUNUSOTHU VITHENDAR NAIK 
NARALA CHITRANAND 
NAROJU BHANU PRAKASH 

NUNAVATH PRAVEEN KUMAR 
PANUGOTHU BHAGAVAN 
PARIPALLI BHARATH 

PENDYALA ARAVINDH 
PENTAM UDAY KUMAR 

Aceredlud tby 

N3A 

24.09.2022 
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51 
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53 
54 

217Z5A0150 
217Z5A0151 
217Z5A0152 
217Z5A0153 
217Z5A0154 
217Z5A0155 
217Z5A0157 
217Z5A0158 
217Z1A0101 
217Z1A0102 
217Z1A0103 
217Z1A0105 
217Z1A0106 
217Z1A0107 
217Z1A0109 
217Z1A0110 
21721A0111 
227Z5AO101 
227Z5A0102 
227Z5A0103 

227Z5A0105 
227Z5A0106 

55 227Z5A0107 

PONNAGANI CHANDU 
RAMAGIRI PAVAN KUMAR 
RATHOD THARUN 
RAYINI TARUN TEJ 
SIRIPURAM PRABHAS 
TAMARAPALLY MOHAN RAO 
THATIPAMULA UDAYKIRAN 
VEERABHATHINI AZITH 
YERRAKOTA JAHNAVI 
ADARSH PRASAD SAHU 
ARRA PO0JA 

DONKA HEMANTH 
KATLA CHARAN GOUD 

KOMARAM BHARGAV 
MANDAVA YASHWANTH 

POCHAPOENA DHEERAJ 
RAMAVATH UDAY KIRAN 
YERRAVALLY RAVI 
GANAVENA HARISH 
GANGARAM ABHISHEK 
KNETHAJI 
M GANESH KUMAR 
MEDI AJAY 
MUSTI NAMITHA 

HoD-CE 

Civt Engingoring 
Naila hiaiasinha Reddy Education c 

Gioup oi Instituticns - Integrated anng= 
Chowdguda Vi), Gatkesar (M), R,RC 



NNRG 
ttegretec (anpus 

NALLA NARASIMHA REDDY 
Education Society's Group of Institutions -Integrated Campus 

(UGC AUTONOMOUS INSTITUTION) 

NNHO 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

A Report on the Guest Lecture 

"INSIGHTS OF STAADPRO IN DESIGN OF A STRUCTURE" 

A 
AAG 

EAHCETIECETICET/PGECET Code NNRG 

HoD introducing the Speaker 

N3A 

The Department of Civil Engineering organized a Guest Lecture on the topic �Insights of 
StaadPro in design of a structure" in association with Canter Cadd India Pvt Ltd on 
24.09.2022. II & III Year students are the tarpget audience. The session started at 10.00 AM. 

26.09.2022 

The Speaker Mr. Kiran Kumar explained about the importance of Staadpro and design criteria 
for civil engineering structures. He also explained about the basics and input data for StaadPro 
design. The speaker has shown the design of a structure with salient points and the output as 
bending moment diagram. 

The speaker explained about the loads that are to be considered while designing a structure. He 
has shown as an example for every load that acts on different stage on the design. The session 
went on well and completed at 01.00 PM. 

Students present in the lecture 

HoD-CE 
iiead o the Dopar..i 

Civ! Eaginearing 
Nala iara Bumna Reddy Educati 

i tnsituticns - inteçra 























 EAIESB Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd. 

        G6, Mithra Heights, Whisper Valley, 

        Rajiv Gandhi Nagar Colony, Bachupally 

Hyderabad, Telangana 500090 

Tel: 91-40-40119993 

 

This is a computer generated soft copy, no sign and seal is required 

 
 

Internship offer 
 

Date : 03/04/2023 
Dear  Sudhansu Sri Sai 
 
We are pleased to offer you an Educational Internship with EAIESB Software Solutions Pvt 
Ltd as an Intern for a period of 2.5 months with title “associate internal trainee" at our 
Bachupally office, Hyderabad, Telangana. 
 
The Company reserves the right to assign you as an intern to any of its subsidiaries or 
affiliated entities as it deems necessary or appropriate. We trust that your knowledge, skills 
and experience will be among our most valuable assets. 
 
Your internship will start on Apr 03rd ,2023 till June 16th,2023 (Mon to Fri, 9:30 Am to 6:30 
Pm including  45 minutes break for lunch and snack) and shall include training/orientation 
and focus primarily on learning and developing new skills and gaining a deeper 
understanding of concepts through hands-on application of the knowledge you learned in 
this organization. 
You will be paid a monthly stipend at the rate of Rs.5000/- . As an Intern you will be paid in 
accordance with the Company's regular intern payroll of the month, and your pay will be 
subject to applicable tax. During your internship, you will need to comply with the 
Internship Policy at the company. As you will be receiving academic credit for this position, 
you will not be paid any salary and you do not receive any additional benefits as part of this 
internship program. Work From home is not allowed during this period. 
 
It's mandatory to complete assigned items in the given time frame and receive an Internship 

Completion Letter from EAIESB to claim credits. 

We are delighted to be able to extend you this offer. To accept this offer, please sign and 

date the hard copy of this letter where indicated below and submit the same. 

Sincerely, 

 
EAIESB Software solution Pvt Ltd. 
 

(Candidate's signature) 

Sudhansu Sri Sai 



 EAIESB Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd. 

        G6, Mithra Heights, Whisper Valley, 

        Rajiv Gandhi Nagar Colony, Bachupally 

Hyderabad, Telangana 500090 

Tel: 91-40-40119993 

 

This is a computer generated soft copy, no sign and seal is required 

 
 

Internship offer 
 

Date : 03/04/2023 
Dear  Manideep Akinapally 
 
We are pleased to offer you an Educational Internship with EAIESB Software Solutions Pvt 
Ltd as an Intern for a period of 2.5 months with title “associate internal trainee" at our 
Bachupally office, Hyderabad, Telangana. 
 
The Company reserves the right to assign you as an intern to any of its subsidiaries or 
affiliated entities as it deems necessary or appropriate. We trust that your knowledge, skills 
and experience will be among our most valuable assets. 
 
Your internship will start on Apr 03rd ,2023 till June 16th,2023 (Mon to Fri, 9:30 Am to 6:30 
Pm including  45 minutes break for lunch and snack) and shall include training/orientation 
and focus primarily on learning and developing new skills and gaining a deeper 
understanding of concepts through hands-on application of the knowledge you learned in 
this organization. 
You will be paid a monthly stipend at the rate of Rs.5000/- . As an Intern you will be paid in 
accordance with the Company's regular intern payroll of the month, and your pay will be 
subject to applicable tax. During your internship, you will need to comply with the 
Internship Policy at the company. As you will be receiving academic credit for this position, 
you will not be paid any salary and you do not receive any additional benefits as part of this 
internship program. Work From home is not allowed during this period. 
 
It's mandatory to complete assigned items in the given time frame and receive an Internship 

Completion Letter from EAIESB to claim credits. 

We are delighted to be able to extend you this offer. To accept this offer, please sign and 

date the hard copy of this letter where indicated below and submit the same. 

Sincerely, 

 
EAIESB Software solution Pvt Ltd. 
 

(Candidate's signature) 

Manideep Akinapally 











CamScanner

https://digital-camscanner.onelink.me/P3GL/g26ffx3k
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 EAIESB Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd. 

        G6, Mithra Heights, Whisper Valley, 

        Rajiv Gandhi Nagar Colony, Bachupally 

Hyderabad, Telangana 500090 

Tel: 91-40-40119993 

 

This is a computer generated soft copy, no sign and seal is required 

 
 

Internship offer 
 

Date : 03/04/2023 
Dear  Bandari Sainath 
 
We are pleased to offer you an Educational Internship with EAIESB Software Solutions Pvt 
Ltd as an Intern for a period of 2.5 months with title “associate internal trainee" at our 
Bachupally office, Hyderabad, Telangana. 
 
The Company reserves the right to assign you as an intern to any of its subsidiaries or 
affiliated entities as it deems necessary or appropriate. We trust that your knowledge, skills 
and experience will be among our most valuable assets. 
 
Your internship will start on Apr 03rd ,2023 till June 16th,2023 (Mon to Fri, 9:30 Am to 6:30 
Pm including  45 minutes break for lunch and snack) and shall include training/orientation 
and focus primarily on learning and developing new skills and gaining a deeper 
understanding of concepts through hands-on application of the knowledge you learned in 
this organization. 
You will be paid a monthly stipend at the rate of Rs.5000/- . As an Intern you will be paid in 
accordance with the Company's regular intern payroll of the month, and your pay will be 
subject to applicable tax. During your internship, you will need to comply with the 
Internship Policy at the company. As you will be receiving academic credit for this position, 
you will not be paid any salary and you do not receive any additional benefits as part of this 
internship program. Work From home is not allowed during this period. 
 
It's mandatory to complete assigned items in the given time frame and receive an Internship 

Completion Letter from EAIESB to claim credits. 

We are delighted to be able to extend you this offer. To accept this offer, please sign and 

date the hard copy of this letter where indicated below and submit the same. 

Sincerely, 

 
EAIESB Software solution Pvt Ltd. 
 

(Candidate's signature) 

Bandari Sainath 
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July 15, 2023
Gadila Ajay
Intern - Software Engineer
12-67, Indira Nagar, Siddipet
+91-81858 47704

Internship Completion

Dear Gadila Ajay,

Subject: Internship Completion

Internship Period: April 8th, 2023 - July 15, 2023

I am writing to formally acknowledge the successful completion of your internship with
Skibble Tech Solutions. It has been a pleasure having you as a part of our team, and I
would like to extend my gratitude for your hard work, dedication, and valuable
contributions during your internship period.

During your time at Skibble Tech Solutions, you actively participated in various projects
and initiatives, consistently displaying a positive and proactive attitude. Your
contributions were highly valued by both your supervisors and colleagues, and your
insights and fresh perspectives greatly enriched our team's discussions and problem-
solving processes.

Furthermore, your strong communication skills, both written and verbal, were
instrumental in your ability to collaborate effectively with team members and
stakeholders. You consistently demonstrated professionalism, respect, and a willingness
to assist others, creating a positive and inclusive work environment.

As your internship comes to an end, I encourage you to reflect on the knowledge and
experiences you have gained during your time at [Your Organization]. The skills you have
developed, along with the connections you have made, will undoubtedly prove valuable
as you continue your educational and professional journey.

SKIBBLE TECH SOLUTIONS



8-88, ECIL, Hyderabad-083 admin@skibble.tech+91-89785 02666

Best regards,

Ganesh Pilly 
Managing Director
Skibble Tech Solutions
(digitally signed)

On behalf of the entire team at Skibble, I would like to express our heartfelt appreciation
for your hard work and dedication throughout your internship. We believe that you have
a bright future ahead, and we wish you continued success in all your future endeavors.

If you have any questions or require any assistance in the future, please do not hesitate
to reach out to me. Once again, thank you for your valuable contributions, and we hope
to stay connected with you as you progress in your career.



July 15, 2023
Gadila Ajay
Intern - Software Engineer
12-67, Indira Nagar, Siddipet
+91-81858 47704

Letter of Recommendation

To Whom It May Concern,

Subject: Recommendation for Gadila Ajay

I am delighted to provide a strong recommendation for Gadila Ajay based on their
exceptional performance during their internship at [Your Organization]. Gadila's
programming and data structure skills, combined with their ability to build full-stack web
applications, make them an outstanding candidate for future opportunities.

Throughout their internship, Gadila consistently demonstrated a high level of technical
expertise. Their proficiency in programming languages such as [specific languages]
and their effective utilization of frameworks like [specific frameworks] were remarkable.
Gadila's quick grasp of complex concepts and their ability to apply them in real-world
scenarios were truly impressive.

In addition to their technical prowess, Gadila exhibited strong collaboration and
communication skills. They actively participated in team discussions, effectively
conveying their ideas and contributing to group projects. Gadila's positive attitude and
willingness to assist team members created a productive and harmonious work
environment.

Throughout their internship, Gadila consistently displayed professionalism, reliability, and
a strong work ethic. They consistently met project deadlines and showed adaptability in
embracing new technologies and tools. Gadila's dedication to their work and
commitment to delivering excellence was evident in every task they undertook.

SKIBBLE TECH SOLUTIONS



8-88, ECIL, Hyderabad-083 admin@skibble.tech+91-89785 02666

Best regards,

Ganesh Pilly 
Managing Director
Skibble Tech Solutions
(signed digitally)

Based on Gadila Ajay's exceptional performance, I confidently recommend them for
opportunities that require exceptional programming skills, expertise in data structures,
and the ability to build full-stack web applications. They have the skills and qualities that
make them a valuable asset to any team or organization.

Please feel free to contact me if you need any further information or clarification
regarding Gadila Ajay's qualifications or performance during their internship.
Sincerely,



 EAIESB Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd. 

        G6, Mithra Heights, Whisper Valley, 

        Rajiv Gandhi Nagar Colony, Bachupally 

Hyderabad, Telangana 500090 

Tel: 91-40-40119993 

 

This is a computer generated soft copy, no sign and seal is required 

 
 

Internship offer 
 

Date : 03/04/2023 
Dear  Supriya Gujjari 
 
We are pleased to offer you an Educational Internship with EAIESB Software Solutions Pvt 
Ltd as an Intern for a period of 2.5 months with title “associate internal trainee" at our 
Bachupally office, Hyderabad, Telangana. 
 
The Company reserves the right to assign you as an intern to any of its subsidiaries or 
affiliated entities as it deems necessary or appropriate. We trust that your knowledge, skills 
and experience will be among our most valuable assets. 
 
Your internship will start on Apr 03rd ,2023 till June 16th,2023 (Mon to Fri, 9:30 Am to 6:30 
Pm including  45 minutes break for lunch and snack) and shall include training/orientation 
and focus primarily on learning and developing new skills and gaining a deeper 
understanding of concepts through hands-on application of the knowledge you learned in 
this organization. 
You will be paid a monthly stipend at the rate of Rs.5000/- . As an Intern you will be paid in 
accordance with the Company's regular intern payroll of the month, and your pay will be 
subject to applicable tax. During your internship, you will need to comply with the 
Internship Policy at the company. As you will be receiving academic credit for this position, 
you will not be paid any salary and you do not receive any additional benefits as part of this 
internship program. Work From home is not allowed during this period. 
 
It's mandatory to complete assigned items in the given time frame and receive an Internship 

Completion Letter from EAIESB to claim credits. 

We are delighted to be able to extend you this offer. To accept this offer, please sign and 

date the hard copy of this letter where indicated below and submit the same. 

Sincerely, 

 
EAIESB Software solution Pvt Ltd. 
 

(Candidate's signature) 

Supriya Gujjari 



 EAIESB Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd. 

        G6, Mithra Heights, Whisper Valley, 

        Rajiv Gandhi Nagar Colony, Bachupally 

Hyderabad, Telangana 500090 

Tel: 91-40-40119993 

 

This is a computer generated soft copy, no sign and seal is required 

 
 

Internship offer 
 

Date : 03/04/2023 
Dear  Anusha Manne 
 
We are pleased to offer you an Educational Internship with EAIESB Software Solutions Pvt 
Ltd as an Intern for a period of 2.5 months with title “associate internal trainee" at our 
Bachupally office, Hyderabad, Telangana. 
 
The Company reserves the right to assign you as an intern to any of its subsidiaries or 
affiliated entities as it deems necessary or appropriate. We trust that your knowledge, skills 
and experience will be among our most valuable assets. 
 
Your internship will start on Apr 03rd,2023 till June 16th,2023 (Mon to Fri, 9:30 Am to 6:30 
Pm including  45 minutes break for lunch and snack) and shall include training/orientation 
and focus primarily on learning and developing new skills and gaining a deeper 
understanding of concepts through hands-on application of the knowledge you learned in 
this organization. 
You will be paid a monthly stipend at the rate of Rs.5000/- . As an Intern you will be paid in 
accordance with the Company's regular intern payroll of the month, and your pay will be 
subject to applicable tax. During your internship, you will need to comply with the 
Internship Policy at the company. As you will be receiving academic credit for this position, 
you will not be paid any salary and you do not receive any additional benefits as part of this 
internship program. Work From home is not allowed during this period. 
 
It's mandatory to complete assigned items in the given time frame and receive an Internship 

Completion Letter from EAIESB to claim credits. 

We are delighted to be able to extend you this offer. To accept this offer, please sign and 

date the hard copy of this letter where indicated below and submit the same. 

Sincerely, 

 
EAIESB Software solution Pvt Ltd. 

 
(Candidate's signature) 

Anusha Manne 
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INFOBYTE

OF

thumbeti kavitha

This certificate is proudly presented to

for successful completion of 1 month internship in

Web Development and Designing

with wonderful remarks at  OASIS INFOBYTE

CERTIFICATE
           COMPLETION

contact@oasisinfobyte.in www.oasisinfobyte.com

3/5/2023

OIB/F1/IP594



OASIS INFOBYTE
INTERNSHIP OFFER LETTER

OIB/A2/IP1983

Dear Yarram vasudev reddy 4/10/2023

We are delighted to welcome you for the internship ofWeb Development and Designing in our
fellowship.This internship is observed by Oasis Infobyte as being a learning opportunity for you.

In essence, your internship will embrace orientation and give emphasis on learning new skills
with a deeper understanding of concepts through hands-on application of the knowledge you
gained as an intern. Our team is confident that you will acknowledge your obligation to perform
all work allocated to you to the best of your ability within lawful and reasonable direction given to
you.

We look forward to a worthwhile and fruitful association which will make you equipped for future
projects. wishing you the most enjoyable and truly meaningful internship program experience.

Thank you
Team Oasis Infobyte



 OASIS  
INFOBYTE

OF

Yarram Vasudev Reddy

This certificate is proudly presented to

for successful completion of 1 month internship in

Web Development and Designing

with wonderful remarks at  OASIS INFOBYTE

CERTIFICATE
           COMPLETION

contact@oasisinfobyte.in www.oasisinfobyte.com

5/15/2023

OIB/A2/IP27



                             
         

 
 
 

 1st February 2023 
 

 

To Whomsoever it may concern 
 

This is to certify that Ms. Yashaswini Kakumanu, pursuing B. Tech in the field of Computer Sciences, batch 
of AY 2020-2024 at Nalla Narasimha Reddy Group of Institutions, Hyderabad, Telangana State, has done a 
short  internship  in our Company,  from 9th December 2022 till 28th January 2023 (both days  inclusive)  , on 
part time basis in the evenings during week days from Monday to  Friday. 

Yashaswini has completed the assignment given to her  to our satisfaction.   The assignment was related to 
gathering  documents  from  publicly  available  records  viz.,  Annual  reports,  transcripts,  ESG  reports,  risk 
policies, charters etc. and uploading them on Zoho Workdrive. 
 
During her  tenure she rendered best services with due responsibility and commitment in accomplishing the 
tasks given.   
 
We wish Yashaswini all the very best in her future endeavours.  
 

 
For Udbhata Technologies Pvt.Ltd

 
 

(Anand Sampath) 
CEO, Managing Director 
Electronically signed via Zoho Sign 
 
Sign Date:  

 

 
   

 

Zoho Sign Document ID: DF8A38B9C-VBRUPT_XQTQJF7N5QTINESX6NVSWQVGM-40J-XO3DIW



OASIS INFOBYTE
INTERNSHIP OFFER LETTER

OIB/Y2/IP3414

Dear Inkollu Dundi Rohith babu 5/10/2023

We are delighted to welcome you for the internship ofWeb Development and Designing in our
fellowship.This internship is observed by Oasis Infobyte as being a learning opportunity for you.

In essence, your internship will embrace orientation and give emphasis on learning new skills
with a deeper understanding of concepts through hands-on application of the knowledge you
gained as an intern. Our team is confident that you will acknowledge your obligation to perform
all work allocated to you to the best of your ability within lawful and reasonable direction given to
you.

We look forward to a worthwhile and fruitful association which will make you equipped for future
projects. wishing you the most enjoyable and truly meaningful internship program experience.

Thank you
Team Oasis Infobyte



 OASIS  
INFOBYTE

OF

Kolichelime Rajesh

This certificate is proudly presented to

for successful completion of 1 month internship in

Web Development and Designing

with wonderful remarks at  OASIS INFOBYTE

CERTIFICATE
           COMPLETION

contact@oasisinfobyte.in www.oasisinfobyte.com

6/15/2023

OIB/M2/IP1091



OASIS INFOBYTE
INTERNSHIP OFFER LETTER

OIB/Y2/IP1204

Dear Kolichelimerajesh 5/10/2023

We are delighted to welcome you for the internship of Web Development and Designing in our
fellowship.This internship is observed by Oasis Infobyte as being a learning opportunity for you.

In essence, your internship will embrace orientation and give emphasis on learning new skills
with a deeper understanding of concepts through hands-on application of the knowledge you
gained as an intern. Our team is confident that you will acknowledge your obligation to perform
all work allocated to you to the best of your ability within lawful and reasonable direction given to
you.

We look forward to a worthwhile and fruitful association which will make you equipped for future
projects. wishing you the most enjoyable and truly meaningful internship program experience.

Thank you
Team Oasis Infobyte



 OASIS  
INFOBYTE

OF

Kolipaka Sathvik 

This certificate is proudly presented to

for successful completion of 1 month internship in

Web Development and Designing

with wonderful remarks at  OASIS INFOBYTE

CERTIFICATE
           COMPLETION

contact@oasisinfobyte.in www.oasisinfobyte.com

6/10/2023

OIB/M1/IP791



OASIS INFOBYTE
INTERNSHIP OFFER LETTER

OIB/MA1/IP957

Dear Kolipaka Sathvik 5/1/2023

We are delighted to welcome you for the internship ofWeb Development and Designing in our
fellowship.This internship is observed by Oasis Infobyte as being a learning opportunity for you.

In essence, your internship will embrace orientation and give emphasis on learning new skills
with a deeper understanding of concepts through hands-on application of the knowledge you
gained as an intern. Our team is confident that you will acknowledge your obligation to perform
all work allocated to you to the best of your ability within lawful and reasonable direction given to
you.

We look forward to a worthwhile and fruitful association which will make you equipped for future
projects. wishing you the most enjoyable and truly meaningful internship program experience.

Thank you
Team Oasis Infobyte



Cert i f i ca t e
OF INTERNSHIP

PRESENTED TO

Mokshitha Vemula
This certificate is awarded for the successful completion of IT Internship in May

2023. The recipient of this certificate has completed all required coursework and has
demonstrated the knowledge and skills necessary to successfully complete the
workshop. This internship was sponsored by Techqflow Software Solutions and
instructed by Naveen Kumar Dandothkar.

Date Signature

02 June 2023



OASIS INFOBYTE
INTERNSHIP OFFER LETTER

OIB/Y2/IP5236

Dear Nikil 5/10/2023

We are delighted to welcome you for the internship ofWeb Development and Designing in our
fellowship.This internship is observed by Oasis Infobyte as being a learning opportunity for you.

In essence, your internship will embrace orientation and give emphasis on learning new skills
with a deeper understanding of concepts through hands-on application of the knowledge you
gained as an intern. Our team is confident that you will acknowledge your obligation to perform
all work allocated to you to the best of your ability within lawful and reasonable direction given to
you.

We look forward to a worthwhile and fruitful association which will make you equipped for future
projects. wishing you the most enjoyable and truly meaningful internship program experience.

Thank you
Team Oasis Infobyte
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